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Bitcoin - overview  

How Did Bitcoin Start? 
There are many questions about Bitcoin, but the most common one to be asked is, “Who                
created it?” That answer is not straightforward, because the identity of the creator remains a               
mystery. All we have is a pseudonym - Satoshi Nakamoto. The accounts are no longer               
active; the coins in his wallet have never been spent. Satoshi Nakamoto has disappeared              
from the world, or so it would seem. 

Fast Company has published an article suggesting that Satoshi Nakamoto could be a group              
of people, including Neal King, Vladimir Oksman, and Charles Bry. Apparently, these three             
people filed for a patent related to secure communication just two months prior to the               
purchase of the Bitcoin.org domain. Perhaps it’s a coincidence; perhaps it’s not. 

What we do have, however, are facts: 

On October 31st, 2008, “Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System” was posted to a              
cryptography mailing list, published under the name “Satoshi Nakamoto”. The white paper            
outlined the foundation of how Bitcoin would operate. 

On August 18, 2008, an unknown person or entity registered the Bitcoin.org domain. 

On January 8th, 2009, the first version of Bitcoin is announced, and shortly thereafter,              
Bitcoin mining begins. 
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The mystery that surrounds Satoshi Nakamoto is fitting; privacy was a key value for both               
Bitcoin, and its users. Others have tried to claim his mantle - most recently an Australian                
man named Craig Wright, who has since withdrawn his claim. While we may never know               
who first created Bitcoin, we do know that the technology he started has left ripples in the                 
financial industry. Bitcoin has risen to fame thanks to individuals such as the Winklevoss              
twins controlling and growing the market, and major events that have defined this new              
technology’s existence such as the Mt. Gox Ponzi scheme disaster. The people involved             
and the events that occur are a constant reminder that this market is unregulated and seem                
to fall in line with Satoshi Nakamoto’s goal of creating a decentralized network. 

Is Bitcoin a Commodity, or a Currency? 
Bitcoin is both. While it can be used to purchase items from major retailers, it’s also treated                 
as property by government jurisdictions, such as the IRS. 

The IRS issued a guide on Bitcoin for tax purposes, stating it will treat virtual currencies as                 
property for federal purposes. They go on to state that: 

In some environments, virtual currency operates like “real” currency — i.e., the coin and              
paper money of the United States or of any other country that is designated as legal tender,                 
circulates, and is customarily used and accepted as a medium of exchange in the country of                
issuance — but it does not have legal tender status in any jurisdiction. 

The notice provides that virtual currency is treated as property for U.S. federal tax purposes. 

Typically, property is almost always something tangible that can be held in the physical              
realm. 

The IRS goes on to state that: 

General tax principles that apply to property transactions apply to transactions using virtual             
currency. Among other things, this means that: 
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Wages paid to employees using virtual currency are taxable to the employee, must be              
reported by an employer on a Form W-2, and are subject to federal income tax withholding                
and payroll taxes. 

Payments using virtual currency made to independent contractors and other service           
providers are taxable and self-employment tax rules generally apply. Normally, payers must            
issue Form 1099. 

The character of gain or loss from the sale or exchange of virtual currency depends on                
whether the virtual currency is a capital asset in the hands of the taxpayer. 

A payment made using virtual currency is subject to information reporting to the same              
extent as any other payment made in property. 

In addition to the IRS’s guidance, the United States Commodities Futures Trading            
Commission in 2015 that Bitcoin is, in fact, a commodity. 

 

The Future of Currency 
Bitcoin has garnered a lot of attention over the past decade, despite constant declarations              
of its death - 99 Bitcoins keeps a running tab of ‘Bitcoin obituaries’. Despite all of this,                 
Bitcoin’s future has remained bright. Greater adoption rates, and an increasing number of             
brands accepting the currency means the long-term view on Bitcoin is that it will see market                
maturity as time progresses. Mainstream investing vehicles, such as exchange-traded funds           
(ETFs) and Futures trading, including Bitcoin will be a major help to reaching that market               
maturity. Bitcoin Futures are already trading on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME),            
and legislation to create a crypto ETF is in the works. These securities will help stabilize                
cryptocurrency prices and mitigate volatility, which will help the public’s confidence grow in             
favor of Bitcoin. 
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It’s important to understand that, much like the early days of 1992, Bitcoin is a new                
technology - and new technologies can take decades to reach critical mass. But, much like               
the Internet, no one wants to miss out on the ‘next big thing’ - and Bitcoin is the biggest                   
thing yet. Constant updates are occurring to Bitcoin thanks to what is called a "hard fork".                
These constant updates ensure that digital currencies continue to experience growth           
through technological development. 
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Bitcoin in Turkey 

Turkey, which is one of the countries closely following the developments in the field of               
financial technology, met blockchain in the banking sector as banks, launching pilot tests in              
international money transactions, seem quite hopeful for the future of distributed ledger            
technology. 

Thanks to the mainstream attention it earned, the rise of bitcoin is more stable than at any                 
time in history and by the time this article is published, a bitcoin in Turkey will have passed                  
the TL 10,000 ($2,850) threshold. As newer usages for blockchain are successfully put into              
practice, it will continue to consolidate bitcoin's credibility. Currently all cryptocurrencies are            
under fintech law jurisdiction.  
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Fintech & Law regulations 

General state of fintech innovation in Turkey, including notable trends, 
innovations, innovators and future prospects.  

The payment system environment and digital banking have been developing continuously,           
as shown by: 

● the enactment of the Law on Payment and Securities Settlement Systems, Payment            
Services and Electronic Money Institutions (Law 6493) in 2013; 

● the coming into force of the Regulation on Payment Services and Electronic Money             
Issuance and Payment Institutions (the Payment Services Regulation) in 2014; and 

● the publication, also in 2014, of the Communiqué on the Management and            
Supervision for Information Systems of the Payment E-Money Institutions (the PSP           
Communiqué).  

The most innovative areas of the Turkish fintech ecosystem are back-office operations,            
digital banking, e-commerce, identity management, payment and insurance. Accordingly,         
the most fintech-friendly sectors are the financial industry, the e-commerce sector, as well             
as fast-moving consumer goods and real estate, among others. 

According to a recently published report by market intelligence company startups.watch,           
fintech companies attract the most investments among Turkish start-ups and the industry is             
in the top tier for investments in European, Middle Eastern and North African start-ups for               
the early part of 2017. Investments in early 2017 have increased by 102 % compared to the                 
same period in 2016, and there were nine investors in 2017, compared with six in 2006. The                 
report also states that start-ups established in Turkey and Turkish start-ups established            
abroad have attracted similar investment amounts. This means that investors place the            
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same importance on the fintech sector in Turkey as they do on Turkish fintech start-ups               
established abroad. 

In January 2017, some 29 payment institutions and 10 e-money institutions were            
conducting business activities under the authority of Turkey’s Banking Regulation and           
Supervision Agency. In addition, six payment systems operated under a licence from the             
Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey. 

Widespread internet access facilities and high penetration of mobile device usage in Turkey             
also contribute to boosting the fintech sector investments. 

Lastly, Islamic fintech players have started to provide payment services on an interest-free             
basis. 

 

Regulatory or commercial developments –– if there is in any in  fintech sectors 
like distributed ledger technology and digital currencies (eg, blockchain, smart 
contracts and Bitcoin). 

There are no particular legal developments regarding either distributed ledger technologies           
or digital currencies. However, the Banking Regulation and Supervision Agency announced           
on November 25 2013 that digital currencies such as Bitcoin cannot be considered as              
e-money under Turkish legislation because, unlike e-money, these currencies are not           
issued by an official or a private entity, and Bitcoin operates in an unregulated framework.               
According to the agency, Bitcoin has the potential to be involved in money laundering; it is                
impossible to track the identities of the parties to Bitcoin transactions and Bitcoin’s variable              
market price makes Bitcoin and other similar cryptocurrencies unreliable. Following the           
agency’s announcement, the Central Bank issued a statement discussing which three           
possible terms could apply to Bitcoin – namely, ‘money’, ‘commodity’ or ‘security’. The             
Central Bank and the Turkish Capital Market Board tend to accept cryptocurrencies as             
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‘commodities’. If so, digital currency miners, users and trading platforms will be subject to              
the taxation of cryptocurrencies. 

Alternative lending platforms 

Under the Law on Payment and Securities Settlement Systems, Payment Services and            
Electronic Money Institutions, payment and e-money institutions cannot engage in          
loan-granting activities. 

Digital payments, remittances and foreign exchange 

Under the Law on Payment and Securities Settlement Systems, Payment Services and            
Electronic Money Institutions , payment services are listed numerus clauses. These           
services include: 

● all the transactions required for operating a payment account, including the services            
enabling cash to be placed on and withdrawn from a payment account; 

● issuing or acquiring payment instruments; and 
● money remittance. 

The law also provides that cash-to-cash foreign exchange operations, where the funds are             
not held on a payment account, do not amount to a payment service. 

On September 7 2017 the Turkish Competition Authority issued its first fintech decision             
(Decision 17-28/462-201), cancelling the individual exemptions granted to the transactions          
concluded between banks and payment service providers on the ground that the provisions             
of these transactions restrict the competition in the contracted merchant market, which            
should be open to the payment service providers since they conduct activities similar to              
those of banks. The authors acted for the claimant in this case. 
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Alternative financing (including crowdfunding) 

In Turkey, fintech businesses are commonly financed through equity or debt financing.            
Equity financing, such as venture capital, corporate venture capital, private equity and/or            
business angels, are the most favoured financing model for fintech start-ups in Turkey. The              
Regulation on Individual Participation Capital sets forth special provisions for business           
angels. Articles 48 and 49 of Law 6362 on the Capital Markets and the Communiqué on                
Principles of Venture Capital and Private Equity Investment Companies (III-48.3) provide           
details rules on venture capital and private equity. 

Crowdfunding, a more recent financing model, is governed by Law 6362 through to Law              
7061 on the Amendments on Certain Tax Law and Other Regulations, enacted on             
December 5 2017. The new statutes define ‘crowdfunding’ as “fundraising through funding            
platforms in an attempt to provide a project or entrepreneurs with the required funding within               
the principles set forth by the Board, without being subject to provisions related to investor               
compensating of the Law”. The Capital Market Board is authorised to enact secondary             
legislation relating to crowdfunding. 

In terms of debt financing, fintech companies have to apply to a bank to raise a bank loan. 
Various types of bank loan exist, although none is specific to the fintech sector. They are 
generally available to companies or investors in all sectors. State subsidies provided by 
public funds and non-governmental organisations are another option for supporting 
start-ups; again, these are not specific to the fintech sector. One of the start-ups’ supporter 
is the Small and Medium Enterprises Development Organisation of Turkey. 
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Fintech Regulatory issues 
 Although the Turkish fintech sector is developing, and trade and investment relating to the 
sector are increasing day by day, much remains to accomplish to compete with the fintech 
sector of other countries, in particular in the European Union. Thus, while the Law  on 
Payment and Securities Settlement Systems, Payment Services and Electronic Money 
Institutions enacted in 2013 essentially transposed the first EU Payment Services Directive 
(2007/64/EC), the Turkish legislature needs to relax some of rules that apply to fintech 
businesses to make the sector more competitive; the next step will accordingly be to bring 
national legislation into line with the second Payment Services Directive ((EU) 2015/2366). 

Fintech-specific laws and regulations  

Law on Payment and Securities Settlement Systems, Payment Services and Electronic 
Money Institutions  Law sets forth the provisions regarding the activities and licensing of the 
payment systems, electronic money institutions and payment institutions in Turkey. In order 
to execute the payment services and/or e-money services under this law and, accordingly, 
obtain the service-related licence, fintech companies must apply to the Banking Regulation 
and Supervision Agency. In order to run operations as payment systems, fintech companies 
must apply to the Central Bank to get the relevant licence. The Banking Regulation and 
Supervision Agency has issued secondary legislation relating to this law: the Regulation on 
Payment Services and Electronic Money Issuance and Payment Institutions (the PSP 
Regulation) and the Communiqué on the Management and Supervision for Information 
Systems of the Payment E-Money Institutions (the PSP Communiqué); both came into force 
in June 2014. The other fintech-specific regulations are: 

● the Regulation on the Activities of Payment and Security Reconciliation Systems; 
● the Regulation on Supervision of Payment and Security Reconciliation Systems 

(both of which came into force in June 2014); and 
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● the Regulation on Supervision of Banking and Bank Information System 
Proceedings to Be Conducted by the Independent Audit Institutions. 

Regulatory authorities 

The Central Bank and the Banking Regulation and Supervision Agency are the main             
authorities regulating fintech products and services in Turkey. The Turkish Competition           
Authority can also rule on competition issues in the fintech sector as an ex post regulatory                
authority. The Turkish Financial Crimes Investigation Board is also a leading institution            
taking actions against money laundering proceedings for crime and terrorist financing. 

Financial regulatory framework 

In addition to the fintech-related regulations, the main other laws and regulations governing             
the provision of financial services applying to fintech businesses are: 

● Law 5464 on Debit Cards and Credit Cards; 
● Law 5411 on Banking; 
● Law 6362 on the Capital Markets; 
● Law 5549 on the Prevention of Laundering Proceeds of Crime; and 
● Turkish Criminal Code 5237 

Legislation on terrorist financing may also apply in some circumstances, such as Law 6415              
on the Prevention of the Financing of Terrorism and the Anti-terror Law 3713 (amended by               
Law 5532). Some secondary regulations may also apply to fintech businesses, such as: 

● the Regulation on the Procedures and Principles Regarding the Implementation of           
Law on the Prevention of the Financing of Terrorism; 

● the Regulation on Payment Services and Electronic Money Issuance and Payment           
Institutions; 

● the Regulation on Debit Cards and Credit Cards; 
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● the Communiqué on the Management and Supervision for Information Systems of           
the Payment E-Money Institutions; and 

● the Regulation on Supervision of Banking and Bank Information System          
Proceedings to Be Conducted by the Independent Audit Institutions. 

Licensing requirements 

Companies that conduct payment services or e-money services under of Law on Payment             
and Securities Settlement Systems, Payment Services and Electronic Money Institutions          
(Law 6493)are considered payment service providers. Therefore, they must obtain e-money           
or payment service activity licences. In other words, they must not only fulfil the              
requirements set forth under Law 6493, but also obtain a relevant licence from the Banking               
Regulation and Supervision Agency. System operators are subject to special requirements           
to become eligible to apply to the Central Bank for a system operator licence. 

Some common requirements for payment service providers are as follows: 

● They must set up a joint-stock company; 
● Shareholders with 10% or more of the shares in an e-money institution’s capital and              

control must meet the bank founders’ eligibility criteria as set forth in the Banking              
Law; and 

● Its paid-up capital, consisting of cash and free of all kinds of fictitious transaction,              
should not be less than TL5 million. 

Companies that conclude transactions and conduct services determined under Law          
6493are not considered payment services institutions; accordingly, they do not need a            
licence. Some of these transactions and services are as follows: 

● payment transactions made in cash directly from the payer to the payee, without any              
intermediary intervention; 
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● payment transactions consisting of cash collection and delivery within the framework           
of a non-profit or charitable activity; and 

● cash-to-cash foreign exchange operations, where the funds are not held on a            
payment account. 

Lastly, fintech companies are not subject to the e-money activity licence if their payment              
transactions are conducted through pre-paid means and carried out through their own store             
networks, or for sales of particular goods or services, or for a particular agreement within a                
certain service network. Law 6493 foresees further exemptions for payment institutions as            
well. 

Services prohibited 

The Law on Payment and Securities Settlement Systems, Payment Services and Electronic            
Money Institutions precludes payment and e-money institutions from engaging in          
loan-granting activities; consequently, these institutions cannot make instalment plans for          
the amounts for which they provide payment services. 

Fintech - Data protection and cybersecurity 
Rules and regulations govern the processing and transfer (domestic and 
cross-border) 

General and special regulations govern the processing and transfer (domestically and           
cross-border) of data through fintech products and services. The Protection of Personal            
Data Law (6698) is the main framework for personal data protection in Turkey. Thus,              
personal data in fintech products and services must be processed and transferred            
(domestically and cross-border) in compliance with, firstly, the Protection of Personal Data            
Law. Under this law, personal data can be neither processed nor transferred without the              
explicit consent of the data subject. Exemptions and other requirements exist. For instance,             
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an adequate level of protection of the relevant foreign country where the data will be sent                
must be provided if explicit consent is not needed. 

In addition to personal data processing responsibilities, fintech companies must establish           
and manage the data filing system and be registered with the Data Registry Office (VERBIS               
System), which will be set up soon. The Personal Data Protection Authority can investigate              
or audit the processing of personal data by fintech products and services. 

Beside the general Protection of Personal Data Law, the Law on Payment and Securities              
Settlement Systems, Payment Services and Electronic Money Institutions and the PSP           
Communiqué set out the procedures for data processing and transferring for fintech            
companies specifically. These regulations state that system operators and payment and           
electronic money institutions must keep the documents and records required by these            
regulations for at least 10 years on a safe server located in Turkey. System operators must                
keep the information system with their backups in Turkey as well. Moreover, processing,             
storing or transferring personal information or sensitive payment data such as PIN (ie,             
personal identification number), card number and CVV2/CVC2 (ie, card verification value –            
the last three digits in the signature space on the back of bank cards) are possible only if                  
the outsourced cloud services use particular hardware and software sources dedicated to            
the relevant institution. Fintech companies found to be in breach of these provisions can be               
sentenced to up to three years’ imprisonment and a judicial fine of between 500 days and                
1,500 days (multiplied by a fixed amount). 

In order to prevent discrepancies, system operators and payment service providers should            
use personal information only after taking the necessary precautions for protecting such            
data. 

Cybersecurity regulations or standards in fintech businesses 

The Protection of Personal Data Law also applies to personal data in cybersecurity matters.              
Under the law, fintech companies must prevent the unlawful processing of personal data             
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and unlawful access to personal data, and provide safeguards for personal data. In addition,              
fintech companies should take into account certain decisions of the Banking Regulation and             
Supervision Agency concerning standards for cybersecurity. That said, the specific          
legislation concerning data cybersecurity are the PSP Communiqué and the Regulation on            
Supervision of Banking and Bank Information System Proceedings to Be Conducted by the             
Independent Audit Institutions, which set forth the procedures and basic principles that            
service providers should put in place. 

Lastly, many payment service providers adopt the Payment Card Industry Data Security            
Standard in order to ensure the data security for their businesses and to comply with EU                
requirements. 

Government support 

Turkish government provides some incentives and support programmes to promote fintech           
innovation. The main ones are outlined below: 

● Law 4691 on Technology Development Zones – under this law, fintech companies            
located in techno parks can benefit from numerous tax incentives including           
exemption of corporate tax, income tax and value added tax. In addition, fintech             
companies that are essentially research and development companies may deduct          
50% of the social security premium exemption for their employees for a period of five               
years. 

● the Regulation on Individual Participation Capital – under this regulation 75% of the             
value of the participation shares of fintech companies established under Turkish law            
or held by business angels/individual investors can be deducted from the individual            
investors/business angel’s income tax for the next tax year. 

● Decree 2012/3305 of the Turkish Counsel of Minister – this decree sets forth the              
procedures of general investment incentive systems. Communiqué 2012/1 of the          
Turkish Ministry of Economy (amended by Communiqué 2017/1) provides further          
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details. These investment incentives are explained in the section below titled           
“Financing and investment”. 

● the 10th Development Plan of the Ministry of Development – the plan provides that              
payment systems will be strengthened in line with technological developments and           
needs in the country. Moreover, investment into fintech companies will be           
increasingly supported by Stock Exchange Istanbul or by the Turkish government to            
make Turkey a regional investment hub in the fintech sector. 

Taxation of Bitcoins 

Turkish Banking Regulation and Supervision Agency has announced that bitcoin is not            

considered as electronic money thus there is no current regulation regarding tax payments.             

However, bitcoin transactions with its tradable features and provide income for its users             

should be subject to tax. In that respect, in 2009, the US Internal Revenue Service (IRS)                

posted information about the tax applications of using virtual currencies inside virtual            

economies, arguing that taxpayers can receive income from a virtual economy and could be              

required to report it as taxable income. 
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Access to cryptocurrency in Turkey 
Access to cryptocurrency has been growing over the last year. For example, in November              
2017, about 140 bitcoins were exchanged through the localbitcoins site in Turkey, which is              
about 3 million dollars. 

 

 
Companies offering bitcoin sell in Turkey 

Today, it’s easy for a Turkish citizen to have access to cryptocurrency like bitcoin, with               

Turkish platforms like paribu.com and BTCTurk, where they can exchange the Turkish lira             

for bitcoin or ether. However, they lack Turkish exchanges that give access to other              

cryptocurrencies such as “altcoins,” which forces Turks to head to English sites.  
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Coinmama - https://www.coinmama.com 

CEX.io - https://cex.io/cards/  

LocalBitcoins - https://localbitcoins.com/?ch=11xr  

Cointed - https://www.cointed.com/en/  

Paxful - https://paxful.com/turkey/buy-bitcoin 

SpectroCoin - https://spectrocoin.com/el/bitcoin-in-Turkey.html  

BTCurk - https://www.btcturk.com 

OlympTrade - https://olymptrade.com/lands/LPL47-04tr/index.html?affiliate_id=50381&subid1=TRbtcN&subid2= 

Koinim - https://koinim.com 

Koineks - https://koineks.com   

Bithesap - https://www.bithesap.com/ 

Paribu - https://www.paribu.com 

Dpara - https://www.dpara.com/ 

Bitcoinsalsat - http://bitcoinalsat.org 

PiyasaCoin - https://www.piyasacoin.com 

BitTurk - https://bitturk.com 

BorsaBit - https://borsabit.com 

CoinXTr - https://www.coinxtr.com 

SantralCoins - http://www.santralcoins.com/index.php 
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The use of cryptocurrencies in Turkey 

Payment 

Lately, bitcoin’s price has become stratospheric, continuing to rise and encouraging several            

Turkish stores to accept it as a means of payment. In Turkey, shopping with bitcoin is                

theoretically possible, from real estate to furniture. The number of Turkish companies            

accepting bitcoin as means of payment has increased greatly. Currently, 40 to 50             

companies officially accept payment by bitcoin and some other cryptocurrencies. There are            

several Turkish companies like Miavita, Binbircesit that accept payment by bitcoin or ether.             

Miavita is the first real estate company that accepts bitcoin as a means of payment, and it                 

already has several interested customers ready to pay in bitcoin, however a lot of Turkish               

websites accept bitcoin, but they aren’t well-known here. So in reality, nobody is accepting              

cryptocurrencies.Payment by cryptocurrency is still minimal, and there will need to be a             

great effort to promote the mass adoption of cryptocurrencies in Turkey. 

Mining 

Most people involved in the cryptocurrency are involved in mining. Thanks to the             

reasonable price of electricity in Turkey ($15,52 per 100 kWh due to a low minimum wage                

of $529,108 per month) many people are very interested in earning money using their              

computers. A lot of Turkish miners use their companies’ electricity to run their miners.  
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Blockchain projects 
There are several Turkish projects that promise to innovate the future of blockchain in the               

country. 

There is Colendi, which is a blockchain-based decentralized credibility evaluation and           

microcredit and Kimlic, which is a mobile application that allows a user to simplify daily               

identification routines by reducing office visits and paperwork, and saving time. In addition,             

there are even projects like Blokzincir.io that provides blockchain solutions to solve the             

problems of several industries using blockchain technologies through custom private          

blockchains and blockchain technology. 

 

The list of businesses that accept Bitcoin in Turkey (Jan, 2018) 

 

 

Market  Company Name  Website 

3D Printing  3Dörtgen  3dortgen.com 

IT  5MIT  www.5mbilisim.com/ 

IT  Adres Bilgisayar  adresbilgisayar.com 

IT  Bilgisayar Teknik Servis Hizmetleri  bilisimciniz.com 

IT  Gifted Coder  facebook.com/giftedcoder 

IT  Internetq  internetq.com 

IT  Kayrasoft  Kayrasoft.com.tr 
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IT  ONOFİS İnternet Hizmetleri  https://www.onofis.com/ 

IT  Saydam IT  saydambilisim.net 

IT  Siyaz Beyaz IT  Siyahbeyaz.com 

IT  Vobsinyalleri  viopsinyalleri.com 

IT  Motto Yazılım Tasarım  http://www.mottods.com/ 

Translation  Translation Genie  translationgenie.com 

Consulting  1e1consulting  1e1consulting.com 

Domain  Alan Adları  alanadlari.com 

Pharmacy  İstasyon Eczanesi  facebook.com/istasyon 

Fun  Exit Kaçış Oyunları  bursaexit.com 

Fun  Kaçış Merkezi  kacismerkezi.com 

Electronics  Seda Elektronik  sedaelektronik.com 

Properties  Protempo Gayrimenkul  facebook.com/protempogayrimenkul 

E-Commerce  Binbirçeşit  binbircesit.com 

E-Commerce  CoinTürk Store  store.coin-turk.com 

E-Commerce  Halal Dünya Marketleri  izmithdm.com 

E-Commerce  PlatinMarket  platinmarket.com 

Home Decor  Armoni Perde  armoniperde.com.tr 

Home Decor  By Muhammer Ulutaş Perde  facebook.com/bymuhammerulutasperde 

Home Decor  Doğan Perde  doganperde.com 

Home Decor  Nihal Perde  nihalperde.com 

Store  Lezzet İkizleri  Lezzetikizleri.com 

Construction  Ata Fırça  atafirca.com 

Law  ADVU Hukuk  www.advuhukuk.com/ 

Law  Baran Hukuk  Baranhukuk.com 

Construction  AK İnşaat  facebook.com/akinsaat 

Construction  Demir Yapı İnşaat  demiryapinsaat.com 

Construction  Sandviç Panel  sandvicpanel.com 

Construction  Lena Doğaltaş  lenadogaltas.com 

Office Supplies  Defter Sepeti Kırtasiye  deftersepeti.com 
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http://www.binbircesit.com/
https://store.coin-turk.com/
http://izmithdm.com/
http://www.platinmarket.com/
https://www.armoniperde.com.tr/
https://www.facebook.com/bymuhammerulutasperde/
http://doganperde.com/
http://nihalperde.com/
https://lezzetikizleri.com/
http://atafirca.com/
http://www.advuhukuk.com/
http://www.baranhukuk.com/
http://facebook.com/akinsaat
http://www.demiryapinsaat.com/
http://www.sandvicpanel.co/
http://www.sandvicpanel.co/
http://www.lenadogaltas.com/
http://www.deftersepeti.com/


 

Office Supplies  Elt Kitap Kırtasiye  Antalya – Mağaza 

Office Supplies  Hasret Kırtasiye  facebook.com/hasretkitabevi 

Office Supplies  Kartusmarkt  Kartusmarkt.com 

Home Renting  Kamara  kamara.com.tr 

Home Renting  Karaburun Apart Houses  adormo.com 

Mechatronics  Ivmech Mechatronics  ivmech.com 

Architecture  Büron Mimarlık  www.buronmimarlik.com.tr 

Music  Zihni Müzik  zihni.com 

Optics  Ege Optik  facebook.com/ege 

Optics  Öz Kevser Optik  Ozkevseroptik 

Games  Klasgame  Klasgame.com 

Games  Online Oyun Alemi  onlineoyunalemi.com 

Advertising  Gümüşel Reklam  http://www.gumuselreklam.com/ 

Advertising  Reset OTB Reklam Ajansı  kivancilisulu.com 

Advertising  Verim Reklam Dijital Baskı Merkezi  verimreklam.com 

Advertising  Virtual Digital Media  virtualdigitalmedia.com 

Restaurant  Batman – Van Kahvaltı  facebook/van 

Restaurant  Pirinç Nişantaşı  facebook.com/pirinç 

Restaurant  Rafine Gastro  facebook.com/rafinegastro 

Healthcare  Dr. Ali ÖZGÜR  homeopatinedir.com 

Art  Sanat Galeri  sanatgallery.com 

Design  Merkur Design Digital Web Solutions  merkurdesign.com 

Technology  Wagner Teknoloji  wagnerteknoloji.com 

Flight tickets  Avalonjet  avalonjet.com 

Publishing  Ekovizyon Dergisi  ekovizyon.com.tr 

Publishing  İnci Kitap  İncikitap.com 

Publishing  Propaganda Yayınları  www.propagandayayinlari.net/dukkan/  
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https://www.facebook.com/hasretkitabevi
http://www.kartusmarkt.com/
https://kamara.com.tr/
http://www.adormo.com/en/2887
http://www.ivmech.com/
http://www.buronmimarlik.com.tr/
http://www.zihni.com/
https://www.facebook.com/Ege-Optik-Gediz-1002820029755868/
http://www.bulurum.com/details/0c2f6da50b717b57a1c_1d7cbeba7f24
http://klasgame.com/
http://onlineoyunalemi.com/
http://www.gumuselreklam.com/
http://www.kivancilisulu.com/
http://www.verimreklam.com/
http://www.virtualdigitalmedia.com/
https://www.facebook.com/van.kahve
https://www.facebook.com/rafinegastro
http://www.homeopatinedir.com/
http://www.sanatgallery.com/
http://www.merkurdesign.com/
http://wagnerteknoloji.com/
https://www.avionejet.com/
https://www.ekovizyon.com.tr/
https://www.incikitap.com/
http://www.propagandayayinlari.net/dukkan/

